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actually has been, the author of the Crazy Light Adidas series is not very respected. Since the first generation of products, to the
ultimate lightweight as a selling point of this series has been the existence of such as the bottom of the shock is not enough, poor
support and so on. Indisputable is that since the boost D-Will, thousands of fans including the author, are looking forward to the
process of the "Basketball". Until some time ago, in the history of the first double using boost technology of basketball shoes -Crazy
LightBoost in Lillard's wearing D-Will. This time we have a look, this is a landmark of the performance of shoes, how to bar. from the
overall shape, Light Boost Crazy is still a series of long and narrow path. Medium and high shoe design and a piece of shoe upper
makes the whole pair of shoes look good sense of line. Only in the bottom is exposed on the outside of the back Boost cushioning
unit on this structure can play a big role? We discuss later. in the Light Crazy series of previous generations of works, the upper is
one of the most places to be one of the places. In general, the ultimate lightweight on the road to the upper weight loss is a good way.
So we can see a large area of the mesh material in Crazy Light on behalf of 1/2/3. Crazy light boost but in the opposite direction, a
chip of the vamp covered with cross type transparent elastic belt to enhance support force and tongue is used techfit elastic material
to maintain the integrity of the vamp, considerable efforts. so a pair of so light and soft shoes, how to ensure the stability of it? Adidas
is given the answer is in the bottom of the Stableframe and followed by the 8 type stabilizer. The former is run through in the bottom of
a X type TPU support bars, for lightweight should is more than sufficient to the; the latter from the feeling is still too soft, the author
here to judge this pair of shoes should have certain requirements for upper body weight. we are most concerned about the part, it
should be the Light Boost Crazy slow shock performance of how the. From the appearance point of view, crazy LightBoost just
provide the heel boost as cushioning unit and forefoot is simple in the end. Such an approach considered the pros and cons,
advantage is that it can bring a sense of an excellent site, and the harm is lack of forefoot landing of slow earthquake and the foot
feels lack of transitional. Who is right, we will explain to you in the back of the actual combat. Before and after the use of the Light
Boost Crazy, the outer bottom of the structure, the bottom support of the direct exposure to the outside. Unlike other basketball shoes,
the outsole and no texture curve, but before and after to the vertical line with to cross to the engraved. This is a very personal
independence of conduct design, not the actual ground effect will be how? We come to the actual combat.
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